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Abstract— Foot problems are varied and range from simple
disorders through to complex diseases and joint deformities.
Wherever possible, the use of insoles, or orthoses, is preferred
over surgery. Current insole design techniques are based on
static measurements of the foot, despite the fact that orthoses
are prevalently used in dynamic conditions while walking or
running. This paper presents the design and implementation
of a structured-light prototype system providing dense three
dimensional (3D) measurements of the foot in motion, and its
use to show that foot measurements in dynamic conditions
differ significantly from their static counterparts. The input
to the system is a video sequence of a foot during a single step;
the output is a 3D reconstruction of the plantar surface of
the foot for each frame of the input. Engineering and clinical
tests were carried out for the validation of the system. The
accuracy of the system was found to be 0.34 mm with planar
test objects. In tests with real feet, the system proved repeatable,
with reconstruction differences between trials one week apart
averaging 2.44 mm (static case) and 2.81 mm (dynamic case).
Furthermore, a study was performed to compare the effective
length of the foot between static and dynamic reconstructions
using the 4D system. Results showed an average increase of
9 mm for the dynamic case. This increase is substantial for
orthotics design, cannot be captured by a static system, and
its subject-specific measurement is crucial for the design of
effective foot orthoses.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a novel system to reconstruct the 3D
shape of the human foot in motion (4D data) to support
a more accurate design of insoles for foot treatment. We
use the system to show that foot measurements in dynamic
conditions differ sufficiently from their static counterparts to
have significant consequences for the design of effective foot
orthoses. This is the motivation for our work.

The foot provides a crucial contribution to the balance and
stability of the musculoskeletal system [1]. Foot problems are
common among a wide group of people, ranging from simple
disorders through to complex diseases and joint deformities.
When planning treatment, a conservative trend is considered
first, with surgery being a last resort. Conservative treatments
consist normally in the design of insoles, or orthoses, which
are intended to ease pain, improve mobility, and correct
deformities. Insoles can be designed using conventional
casting methods or more advanced Computer Aided Design
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(CAD) and surface reconstruction systems. Currently, both
design solutions are based on static measurements, despite
the fact that orthoses are primarily design to be used during
dynamic activities.

Three-dimensional surface reconstruction techniques have
been used to reconstruct the shape of the foot while the
patient is in a static position. Unfortunately static measure-
ments appear increasingly inadequate; several studies show
that treatments based on insoles designed around static foot
models are far from optimal [2], [3], [4].

We designed and implemented a 4D Foot Reconstruction
System (henceforth 4DFRS) achieving 3D measurements of
the foot in motion via coded structured light. A light source
projects a specially designed pattern of coloured stripes upon
the surface of the foot. A video camera then acquires frames
of the illuminated foot taking a step. For each frame, the
camera position of the coloured stripes is used to reconstruct
the 3D foot surface by calibrated triangulation. The result is
a 4D model of the foot, i.e., a series of surfaces that describe
capturing the shape of the foot surface during motion.

II. RELATED WORK

The incorporation of digitized 3D measurements in the
field of orthotic design provides the foot specialist with an
alternative to plaster casts. Using computerized 3D foot mod-
els increases production efficiency substantially [5]. Several
commercial static foot scanners are currently available [6],
[7], with prices ranging from 6,000 to over 20,000 USD.

In an effort to provide cost efficient solutions to acquire
the 3D shape of the foot, several researches have designed
foot scanners that implement off-the-shelf hardware [8], [9],
[10]. These techniques work well in static conditions, but
none of them provides a dynamic reconstruction of the foot.
Recent work by Wang et al. presents a multi-camera dynamic
foot reconstruction system [11]. The authors use Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) to fit their reconstructed data into
a generic foot model obtained from a foot shape database.
This system cannot reconstruct the plantar surface of the
foot while our more clinically oriented application provides
dynamic plantar surface reconstructions (which are essential
in designing insoles), in addition to experimentally showing
the significant difference between static and dynamic mea-
surements.

Codert et al. developed a technique to reconstruct the
surface of the whole foot in motion [12]. The authors
implemented a stereo vision technique using three pairs of
stereoscopic camera. Since the foot images contain insuffi-
cient information to solve the correspondence problem [13],
the authors considered two options; one was to cover the
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foot with a sock while the second involved spraying the
foot surface with paint in order to embed on it a random
grey level pattern. These methods yielded good outcomes,
but invasive factors like socks or paint are undesirable in a
clinical environment.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. System overview

3D reconstruction of the foot with passive stereo is limited
by the lack of texture on the foot’s surface. An effective
solution creates artificial texture by projecting light onto the
target surface [14], [15], [16]. The light pattern projected
varies across techniques; for instance, Coded Structured
Light (CSL) projects a coded sequence of coloured stripes
to make stripe location unambiguous [16]. 4DFRS adopts
this technique within a camera-projector set-up.

The architecture of 4DFRS has three main modules:
Calibration, Sequence acquisition, and 3D reconstruction.

B. Calibration

The equipment was calibrated by modelling both camera
and projector using the well-known pinhole model [17] as a
projector can be modelled as an inverse camera [13].

Calibration requires the acquisition of corresponding 3D
and 2D point pairs. This is achieved with the use of a
specially designed calibration pattern. Corresponding pairs
are fed to a calibration algorithm in order to obtain the
parameters of the camera and projector. We adopted the
Faugeras-Toscani calibration algorithm in 4DFRS [18].

C. Sequence acquisition

A comprehensive review of CSL techniques by Salvi et
al. [16] shows that techniques using spatial neighbourhood
coding are the most suitable for dynamic surface reconstruc-
tion [19], [14]. The 4DFRS uses the simple yet accurate
approach by Pages et al. [13], i.e., spatial-coded/peak-based
structured light. Fig. 1 illustrates the pattern used in the foot
reconstruction system. It consists of 64 coloured stripes with
black bands between each pair of consecutive stripes. The
arrangement of stripes is based on a De Bruijn sequence [16]
of four colours and window property of three, meaning that
any three consecutive stripes form a unique colour sequence
within the pattern. This enables robust correspondence esti-
mation. The pattern illuminates the foot surface taking a step
as the video camera records a sequence of frames. These
frames are then processed sequentially to reconstruct the
shape of the foot surface.

D. 3D reconstruction

Correspondences between the image stripes and the origi-
nal pattern are calculated. This process occurs in two stages.
Stage one consists of locating the centres of the coloured
stripes on the captured image; stage two compares the
coded patterns surrounding the centres in order to determine
correspondences. Details on the initial stage can be found in
[13].

Fig. 1. CSL pattern used in the 4DFRS. The pattern shows a De Bruijn
sequence of four colours (red, green, cyan, and magenta), with every 3
consecutive colours being unique within the sequence

Following Zhang et al. [14], the correspondence between
image stripes and pattern stripes was solved using single-
pass dynamic programming, a well-established approach
in solving the correspondence problem in structured-light
systems and passive stereo [13].

The 3D co-ordinates of surface points are calculated by
triangulation. The back-projection ray through the centre of
the camera reference frame and a stripe pixel is intersected
with the plane defined by the centre of the projector reference
frame and the pattern stripe corresponding to the pixel.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

A. System implementation and experiment design

The 4DFRS prototype was set up in the gait laboratory of
the Institute of Motion Analysis and Research (IMAR) of the
University of Dundee. To minimize colour distortions in the
projected and observed stripe patterns, we selected a three-
chip camera (Panasonic HDC-H200 high-definition, with
1080i HD resolution) and 3-LCD projector (Sony VPL-EX4).
The prototype was situated in a recess below a dedicated
walkway, covered by a transparent slab of toughened glass
as a walking platform. The stand-off distance (system to
target) was approximately 100 cm. The depth (range) of
the reconstruction workspace is approximately 10 cm. We
verified experimentally that the transparent platform did
not alter the shape, position or colour of the projected
stripe patterns, i.e., the differences of reconstructions with
and without the platform were smaller than the estimated
reconstruction noise.

Fig. 2 shows a portion of an input step recorded by the
4DFRS while Fig. 3 displays the corresponding reconstructed
outputs; only four frames of the sequence are displayed, but a
common step covers 20 to 40. The time needed to reconstruct
each frame is around 1 minute with the current software
implementation.

B. Accuracy and Repeatability

We tested the accuracy of the system first by imaging a
30cm × 15cm plane made from rigid wood and painted in
matt grey. The dimensions of the plane compare well to the
size of the foot. The plane was placed in the workspace
in ten different positions and orientations: zero inclination
and elevation, zero inclination and 10 cm elevation, ±45◦
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Fig. 2. Four frames taken from a video sequence of a step with the CSL
pattern projected on top of the foot

Fig. 3. Reconstructed shape (clouds of points) of the foot surface from
the frames in Figure 2

from the x-axis, ±45◦ from the y-axis, and ±45◦ from both
the x- and y-axis. For each case, a plane was fit to the
reconstructed clouds of 3D points. Errors were computed as
the euclidean distance of each point from the best-fit plane.
The calculated mean absolute errors and standard deviations
had a maximum value of 0.5 mm. Two comments must
be mentioned about these obtained results. First, they were
obtained with static planar surfaces, and must therefore be
regarded as an experimental upper limit for the accuracy of
the system when used with real feet in static and dynamic
conditions. Second, the errors measured are much smaller
than variations in foot length meaningful for orthosis design.

Repeatability was assessed by capturing 20 images of a
plane. We used two different positions, flat on the ground
and slightly elevated, simulating two orientations of the
foot surface taking a step We computed reconstructions
as analyzed results. The 20 plane images were taken in
succession within less than one minute; the same calibration
was used throughout. The best-fit plane was estimated for
each reconstruction, and mean absolute errors and standard
deviations were calculated. The error was again defined as
distance from the best-fit plane. The values of data variation
obtained were all less than 0.1 mm, negligible compared with
the minimum relevant for orthoses design.

Fig. 4. Registered static foot reconstructions using ICP (Blue foot
corresponds to day 1 while red to day 2)

C. Clinical Repeatability

Clinical repeatability is a critical attribute for our appli-
cation. It is the same repeatability as defined above, but
measured with real feet as done in a normal clinical session.
The experiments presented in this section were therefore per-
formed using real feet, in both static and dynamic situations.

Twenty-seven subjects were recruited. All the participants
were healthy and no prerequisites were imposed on age
or gender. For each subject, four static and four dynamic
sequences were acquired for both the left and right foot. The
subjects were asked to come back one week later to repeat
the same measurements. Reconstructions of all the sequences
were computed and a comparison performed between 3D
foot shapes of each subject from day one and day two.

Figure 4 shows two registered static surfaces taken on
two different days (each corresponds to the average of
four reconstructions obtained in one trial). Surfaces were
registered automatically using the Iterative Closest Point
(ICP) algorithm [20], [21].

The average difference between reconstructions of the
same foot in the two trials, over the 27 subjects, was found
to be 2.440 mm, with standard deviation 2.117 mm.

To compare 4D reconstructions, five frames were selected
from each reconstruction sequence, and errors computed for
each frame as in the static reconstruction case. The five
frames were selected as the key configurations of a foot tak-
ing a step: heel strike, arch lowering, stance phase, heel off,
toe off [1]. Following the protocol of the experimental case,
error statistics were computed for day one and compared to
those from day two. An average error was computed for each
of the five frames. This average dynamic error corresponds
to the average of all the errors obtained from each frame
comparison (carried out as in the static case), and was found
to be around 3.0 mm.

The errors obtained are very small when compared to
possible human errors that appear in current insole casting
techniques. These results also compare favourably when
compared with the analysis of Maetzler et al. [22] and
Ramanathan et al. [23] on the repeatability of different foot
measurement systems.

D. Effective Length of the Foot

The effective length of the foot is defined as the length
of the foot that is in contact with the ground. This quantity
varies in several ways. The effective dynamic length is the
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Fig. 5. Dynamic vs. static length. The red reconstruction corresponds to
the static foot while the blue represents the heel strike frame and green the
toe off frame of the dynamic foot

length of the foot during walking. This is expected to be
larger than the static length (Fig. 5) and we used the data
from the previous section to test whether there is a significant
increase in the length of the foot during walking when
compared to the static length.

For the static case, the start point was defined as the closest
point to the heel of the foot that is in contact with the ground;
the ground was defined as the plane with the highest density
of foot points (since the subject is in a standing position),
while the end point was chosen to be the farthest point in the
fingers that is in contact with the ground. For the dynamic
case, the start and end points were selected from the first
contact frame (first frame of the foot in contact with the
ground) and the last contact one (last frame before toe off)
respectively. Notice that the 3D co-ordinates in two different
frames of the same sequence can be compared directly as
long as the foot does not slip. The start and end points in
the dynamic case were selected using the same rule as in
the static one, the difference being that the start point was
selected from the first contact frame while the last contact
frame was used for the end point. Differences between
the static and dynamic lengths were computed per subject,
per foot and a statistical analysis performed to determine
significance.

On average, a length difference of 9 mm was found. Using
a significance level of 0.05, all differences between static and
dynamic lengths on both days resulted significant in paired
t-test, with p-values of all comparisons equal to zero. The
data used passed a normality check before the paired t-test
was applied.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a structured-light prototype system
capable of reconstructing the shape of the plantar surface of
the foot in motion with accuracy and repeatability sufficient
for orthosis design.

This new system is incorporated in a wider research,
where dynamic measurements of the foot are obtained and
compared to their static counterparts. Substantial difference
of around 1 cm was observed between both measurements,
suggesting that the use of dynamic foot data provides more
accurate results when designing custom made insoles. Our

results suggest that using dynamic reconstruction for clinical
purposes can lead to benefits in the way feet are treated.
Further studies are needed to quantify such benefits precisely.
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